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	Budgets	

Subsystem	 Mass	(kg)	 Nominal	Power	(W)	 Volume	(cm3)	

CIP	 0.60	 2.30	 829	

ADCS	 0.94	 4.32	 681	

COMM	 0.34	 1.01	 131.2	

C&DH	 0.07	 0.95	 721	

Structure	 5.9	 -	 316	

Power	 0.07	 1.78	 -	

BaKery	 0.25	 -	 288	

Solar	Arrays	 0.5	 -	 -	

Total	 8.67	 10.36	 2966	

Available	 10	 17.1	 7096	

Margin	(%)	 15	 65	 139	



Structure Requirements 
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Requirement	ID	 DescripPon	 SoluPon?	

2.REQ.SYS.STR1.1.1	 Spacecra?	shall	withstand	launch	stresses.	 VibraGon	and	acousGc	tesGng	has	been/shall	be	
performed	on	the	spacecra?	to	confirm	ability	to	
withstand	launch.	

2.REQ.SYS.STR1.2.1	 	
The	spacecra?	shall	be	capable	of	aNaching	and	detaching	
from	the	launch	vehicle.	

Deployer	will	be	built	to	the	spec	of	our	satellite	
however	for	versaGlity	we	will	abide	by	a	design	
favoring	ring	deployment	systems.	In	this	case,	
ISRO’s	IWL-150.	

2.REQ.SYS.STR1.3	 The	spacecra?	structure	shall	support	all	other	subsystem	
components	

All	components	mechanically	aNached	to	
spacecra?	Structure	



Structure’s driving requirements continued... 
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Requirement	ID	 DescripPon	 SoluPon?	

2.REQ.SYS.STR1.4	 The	spacecra?	shall	be	capable	of	deploying	the	Solar	panels	
and	UHF	antenna	

Heritage Nylon Fishing line and burn resistor and 
in-development pushrod release mechanism 

2.REQ.SYS.STR1.5	 Thermal	limits	on	the	structure,	load	limits	on	materials.	
All	materials	shall	not	fall	below	a	self-defined	factor	of	safety	
of	1.5	yield/threshold.	

FEA	performed	in	SolidWorks	and	ANSYS	

2.REQ.SYS.STR1.6	 The	spacecra?	shall	remain	powered	down	unGl	separaGon	
from	the	launch	vehicle	

Deployment	switches	keep	the	baNery	disabled		



Methods in design 1 
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●  ANSI	Inch	#4-40	Counter-bored	socket	head	Cap	screws	and	helicoil	tapped	holes	allow	for	the	
flush	and	square	aNachment	of	the	main	plates.	Almost	all	fasteners	are	the	same	length	#4-40	
socket	head	cap	screws.	

●  Placement	of	the	RING,		CIP,	and	antenna	drove	the	placement	of	XACT.	This	placement	creates		
poinGng	regime	defined	groups	of	components,	allowing	simpler	and	more	efficient	ADCS	
operaGons.	

●  Ring	deployer	requires	CG	of	satellite	be	within	5	mm	of	the	center	of	the	ring	and	no	more	than	
150mm	of	the	mounGng	plane.	Also	the	overall	dimensions	of	the	satellite	may	not	exceed	
300mm	X	300mm	X	300mm	

●  Enlarged	MinXSS	baNery	pack	assembly	slides	into	card	rails.	(subject	to	change	following	
baNery	re-evaluaGon	post	storage)	

●  Access	holes	for	solar	panel	cables	couples	with	weight	relief	design.	CooperaGon	between	the	
design	of	the	solar	panels	and	structure	closely	bound.	



Methods in Design 
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●  CIP	slides	in	from	the	front	while	EPS/CDH	and	XACT	Interface	card	slide	in	
from	above	in	between	the	boardstack	end	brackets.	These	end	brackets	
double	as	structural	supports	

●  M3	screws	aNach	the	CIP’s	face	while	#6	countersunk	screws	secure	the	other	
end	of	the	board	stack	to	the	Board	stack	bracket/strut.	

●  We	are	not	limited	in	space	therefore	the	secGons	of	the	structure	could	be	
generous.	This	makes	the	design	structurally	robust	as	seen	in	analysis	ahead.	

●  Weight	relief	currently	at	2nd	iteraGon.	Small	fillets	and	machinability	features	
have	been	suppressed	for	the	FEA.	

●  Solar	panels	aNached	with	the	same	hinges	and	standoffs	used	by	MINXSS.	
●  Methodical	and	repeatable	assembly,	ease	of	access,	strength,	were	all	kept	in	

the	forefront	during	design. 



What are we building? 
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Side view of the satellite, showcasing the Y+ side plate, 
deployed UHF antenna and S band patch antenna  Isometric view of the satellite  
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Birds eye view of satellite bus, which showcases the 
deployable and body mounted solar panels 

Ram facing view of the satellite, which displays the gold mesh 
face of the CIP payload, along with 1 of the ADCS Sun Sensors 
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Inside view of the satellite, showcasing the internal components  



How we build it 
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Analysis Method and Assumptions 
The finite element analysis tool in SolidWorks was used to perform quasi static, modal, shock 

and random vibration studies. The following assumptions were made on the model:  

•  Boundary conditions were created to be identical to the confinement conditions the 

MicroSat will experience on the ring.  

•  Simplify the structure by removing all small fillets and minor weight relief features. This 

reduces simulation time and allows easy meshing 

•  Substituted all components other than the structure with dummy masses and bonded them 

to their respective bolt holes 
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A.  SRS	Test	Levels	(18	grms)	:																																						D.	Random	VibraGon	Profile	(6.7	grms)	
	
	
	
	

	
B.	11g	longitudinal,	5g	lateral	
C.	>	10	Hz	natural	frequency	of	vibraGon	
	
	

	

Frequency	(Hz)	 Test	levels	(SRS)	

100	 30g	

1000	 1500g	

5000	 1500g	

Frequency PSD(g2/Hz) 

20 0.002 

110 0.002 

250 0.034 

1000 0.034 

2000 0.009 

Launch Loads Profile  



Component Bonding Method 
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Pressure circles sketched around each bolt hole.  

-Similar to MinXSS, components of the structure are 
mated by bonding the circle created by the bolts 
pressure cone (sketched onto the tapped holes face) to 
the mating face of the component that the bolt head 
rests on  
 
-This circle approximates the region on the plate that is 
effectively bonded to its mating plate by way of the 
preloaded socket head cap screw 
 
-This increases the fidelity of the simulation, as this 
bonding approach is much more realistic than than 
globally bonding the structure (bonding entire mating 
faces together, regardless of bolt pattern)  
 
 Sketch line which outlines pressure cone inflicted into 

the structure by the preloaded bolt 
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Mesh Details 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

316869 

Percentage of 
elements with 

aspect ratio < 3  

89.0 

Percentage of 
elements with 

aspect ratio >10 

0.0493 

High aspect ratio elements were found around areas of little concern (no 
high stress concentrations are expected) 

Important Mesh Details, which give insight of the 
quality of the mesh used to run the analysis 
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Structural Analysis  
The structure was subject to 15 g of 
static load in all three axes.  
 

-  Maximum stress was found on 
the deployment ring, made from 
T4-2016 Aluminum  
 

-  Assuming that this maximum 
load is experienced both by the 
ring and structure, the minimum 
factor of safety seen is: 

 
IWL 150 ring FOS: 32.09 
 
Custom Structure FOS: 21.307 
 
The Y and Z axes saw comparable 
results. 
  

Resultant stress plot in when 15 g of force is imposed in the 
direction of red arrow (negative x direction)  
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Frequency 
Number 

Rad/sec Hertz 

1 2129.1 338.86 

2 2398.5 381.74 

3 3420.7 544.43 

4 3507.5 558.24 

5 4448.5 708 

Modal Analysis  

INSPIREsat-1 bus at its 3rd mode, showing maximum 
displacement in the internal brackets 
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Shock due to Seperation of Ring 

Tested SRS Level Frequency Curve  Resultant Von Mises Stress Plot 
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Max Displacement due to 
shock: 0.5144 mm 
 
 
Max Von Mises Stress on the 
custom structure due to shock: 
1.751e+8 N/m2			 		

Resultant Von Mises Plot, with IWL 150 Ring and -/+X 
plates hidden to see the stress in the inner structure 



Structure Future Work 
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●  A second iteration of lightweighting is to occur, to reduce the excess mass  

●  After this lightweighting occurs, random and harmonic vibrations simulations 
will be run on the structure to ensure it can handle the launch loads supplied 
by the launch provider 

●  Account for fastener and harnessing mass (pending EM disassembly)  

●  Thanks to Max Fowle, James Mason, and Rick Kohnert, and Colin Miller for 
their guidance, advice, and helpfulness. 



Thermal 
Spencer Boyajian 
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Thermal Overview 
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●  The thermal subsystem of the spacecraft is responsible for maintaining the 
temperature of all of the components 

●  The operating temperature range of all other components is equal to/wider 
than the CIP’s constraints 

●  The design of the spacecraft thermal control system shall assure that all 
elements of the spacecraft are maintained within temperature limits under 
the worst case cold (eclipse), worst case hot conditions, and nominal 
operations. 

 



Thermal requirements 
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Requirement	 CondiPon	

2.REQ.SYS.THR1.1.1 Ensure the spacecraft does not exceed the maximum and minimum operational 
temperatures of its components. 

2.REQ.SYS.THR1.1.2 •Operating: -10℃ to +50℃. 
•Non-operating: -20℃ to +60℃. 
•Storage: -20℃ to +60℃. 
•Test: -20℃ to +60℃. 

2.REQ.SYS.THR1.2 Minimize power needed to heat batteries by thermally isolating them. 



Thermal Limits 
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●  Operational Temperature range of subsystems. The survival limits of most individual components is 
wider than the ranges below. However, the ranges for each system is driven by all of its components 
producing a tighter range. 

Thermal constraints 

Subsystem (smallest range dictated by all of its 
components) Lower Limit (degrees C) Upper Limit (degrees C) Additional notes 

C&DH -40 85 

EPS -20 60 Battery heaters 

CIP -10 50 

Telecomm -20 60 

ADCS -30 60 



Methods of Heat Transfer 
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●  Solar	RadiaGon	(Flux)	Incident	on	the	spacecra?	
●  Earth	Albedo	(Flux)	Incident	on	the	spacecra?	
●  Earth	IR	RadiaGon	
●  RadiaGon	to	Space	environment	=	-270.45	degrees	Celsius	(2.7K)	
●  Internal	RadiaGon	=	radiaGon	between	the	internal	surfaces	of	the	spacecra?	
●  ConducGon	=	Heat's	movement	through	the	solid/contacGng	parts	of	the	

spacecra?	
●  Internal	Heat	GeneraGon	=	Heat	generated	by	the	electrical	components	of	the	

spacecra?	
	



Thermal Analysis Setup 
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●  Geometry	is	created	within	autocad/thermal	desktop,	applying	appropriate	material	
properGes,	subdividing	them	into	elements,	assigning	them	to	groups	

●  Geometry	is	thermally	connected	appropriately,	contactors,	node-node	conductors,	etc.	
Including	bolt	hole	conductance	values,	therefore	every	bolt	was	modeled	in	the	
conductance	between	the	objects	that	bolt	joins	

●  Heat	loads	are	created,	creaGng	symbol	registry	to	hold	the	values	of	the	heat	loads	in	
different	modes	of	operaGon	

●  Orbits	are	defined,	artude	throughout	orbit	chosen,	thermal	dynamics	chosen	(solar	
radiaGon,	albedo,Earth	IR,	etc)	

●  Case	sets	are	defined	
●  Solving	
●  Post	Processing	
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Thermal Analysis Setup 



Thermal Case Set 
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Orbit	Parameters:	

●  500km	

●  50	degree	inclinaGon	
Key	Thermal	Requirements:	

●  CIP:	-10℃	to	50℃	
Worst	case	Hot	(radio	analysis)	
●  Test	transient	heat	dissipaGon	of	radios	

on	full	power	for	correct	Gme.	(to	
prove	the	duty	cycling	used	in	the	“Day	
in	the	Life”	and	“Worst	case	Hot”	is	
logical	and	an	accurate	representaGon	
of	heat	generated)	

Worst	case	Cold	(tested	in	Phoenix	mode)	

●  C&DH	=	1.4	W	

●  EPS	=	1.78	W	

●  UHF	TX(Beacon)	=	0.325	W	

●  UHF	RX	=	0.25	W	
Worst	case	Hot	

●  Duty	cycled	peak	power	consumpGon	

●  Non-Duty	cycled	CIP	in	full	sun	orbit	
Day	in	the	Life	(midpoint	beta	angle	chosen)	

●  Duty	cycled	nominal	power	consumpGon 



Worst Case Cold (tested in Phoenix) 
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Worst Case Cold (tested in Phoenix) 
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>22.61 
22.61 
11.18 
-0.2513 
-11.68 
-23.11 
-34.54 
-45.96 
-57.39 
-60.02 
-80.25 
-91.68 

<-91.68 

Node 

Temperature ( º C), Time = 83100 sec 



Worst Case Cold (tested in Phoenix) 
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Worst Case Cold (tested in Phoenix) 
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Worst Case Cold (tested in Phoenix) 
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Worst Case Cold (tested in Phoenix) 
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Worst Case Cold (tested in Phoenix) 
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Worst Case Hot 
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Worst Case Hot 
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>65.61 
65.61 
54.98 
44.34 
33.71 
23.08 
12.44 
1.807 
-8.827 
-19.46 
-30.10 
-40.73 

<-40.73 

Node 

Temperature ( º C), Time = 83700 sec 



Worst Case Hot 
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Worst Case Hot 
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Worst Case Hot 
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Worst Case Hot 
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Whole boardstack 

EPS, C&DH 

CPUT STX 

All Interface Card 
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Worst Case Hot 
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A Day in the Life (nominal operations) 
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A Day in the Life (nominal operations) 
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>57.85 
57.85 
47.46 
37.07 
26.69 
16.30 
5.91 
-4.478 
-14.87 
-25.25 
-35.64 
-46.03 

<-46.03 

Node 

Temperature ( º C), Time = 86400 sec 



Day in the life 
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Day in the life 
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Day in the life 
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Day in the life 
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Day in the life 
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Condensed Thermal results (degrees C)* 
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Component(s) of interest Cold case temp range Hot case temp range Nominal case temp range 

CIP -5 to 19 36 to 48** 4 to 26 

TRXU (UHF) -5 to 14 29 to 36 (short 42 peaks) 4.5 to 22 (short 32 peaks) 

EPS and CDH -4 to 38 55 to 58*** 24 to 42 

CPUT (S-Band) -4 to 25 35 to 42 (short 46 peaks) 8 to 27 (short 40 peaks) 

Battery Pack 4.2 to 8.6 36.3 to 36.9 12.8 to 16.8 

*Components well within temperature ranges during all cases omitted 
**CIP duty cycle was determined such that it remains within range. (will be duty cycled less) 
***These two cards, especially EPS have a significant constant power consumption. 
Next slide shows the close to temperature limit cases discovered, marked above by asterisks and fill color 



Worst Case Hot 
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Worst Case Hot 
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Conclusions and Afterthoughts 
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●  EPS and CDH cards being on all the time makes them warm throughout operation. To 
further increase temperature limit margins in all cases, copper standoffs can replace 
the aluminum standoffs. 

●  Worst Case Hot analysis has shown CIP must be duty cycled to 50% or less when in 
a full sun orbit. Additionally, Silver Teflon tape was added on the negative X and  
positive Y plates of the spacecraft to increase radiation to space. 

●  Boardstack order determined, EPS>CDH>Interface Card<S-Band. Having the two 
hotter boards towards the outside of the stack allows for better heat dissipation. 

●  S-Band and UHF transmission simulations stayed under 60 degrees celsius using 
their maximum transmission times, 8 minutes. Implemented a thermal strap to help 
conduct heat away from the S-Band radio to the positive Y plate(necessary to  
maintain ample temperature limit margins) 



What's next? 
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●  Have comms pick a contact heavy orbit and output the exact orbital 
parameters along with time since initiation of orbit for each transmission(s) 
duration. 

●  Set up this exact orbit within thermal desktop, hard code transmission times 
and heat loads such that extreme/un-even transmission heat generation 
cases can be more accurately simulated. (instead of X contacts spread 
evenly throughout orbit) 

●  Model higher fidelity heat generation within CIP and XACT 

●  Hang out with Bret more :P. Serious thanks to Bret Lamprecht, James Mason, 
and Rick Kohnert for their guidance, advice, and helpfulness.  
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